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a b s t r a c t 

This review of the potential of robust plasma facing components (PFCs) with liquid surfaces for appli- 

cations in future D/T fusion device summarizes the critical issues for liquid surfaces and research being 

done worldwide in confinement facilities, and supporting R&D in plasma surface interactions. In the pa- 

per are a set of questions and related criteria by which we will judge the progress and readiness of liquid 

surface PFCs. Part-II (separate paper) will cover R&D on the technology-oriented aspects of liquid surfaces 

including the liquid surfaces as integrated first walls in tritium breeding blankets, tritium retention and 

recovery, and safety. 

© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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1. Introduction 

High power magnetically confined fusion devices have very

high heat and particle loads on the walls that face their plasmas.

Handling this heat is a big challenge, in present and future devices,

e.g., DEMO 

1 . Liquid surfaces can transfer the heat by evaporation,

conduction to a substrate, or relocating the heat, as with a flowing

stream. 

R&D on plasma surface interactions (PSI) and liquid surface

plasma facing components (PFCs) has included liquid gallium (Ga),

tin (Sn), lithium (Li) and Sn-Li. Table 1 lists their properties and

those for solid tungsten (W), often used in DEMO designs. 

Complex interdependent processes in the plasma edge and sur-

face layers of the wall strongly affect how plasmas perform. The

light elements Li, Be, B and C (relatively benign plasma impurities)

have been used extensively to getter impurities, particularly O, and

reduce recycling of H or D from the walls. Indeed the engineering

fusion reactor ITER has Be walls for this reason. 
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: renygre@sandia.gov (R.E. Nygren). 
1 Sandia National Laboratories is a multi-program laboratory managed and oper- 

ated by Sandia Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corpo- 

ration, for the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration 

under contract DE-AC04-94AL850 0 0. 
1 DEMO as defined here is a fusion device that produces power with a D-T 

plasma, generates electrical power and breeds its own tritium for fuel. 
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Use of Li in the plasma edge has enhanced plasma confinement,

ontrolled plasma events called ELMs (Edge Localized Modes) and

roduced vapor shielding. These results are significant both for

onfinement physics and a path forward with liquid surfaces.

able 2 lists confinement devices using liquid surfaces. 

A DEMO design must mitigate materials degradation due to

eat and particle loads and neutron damage. Self-replenishing liq-

id surfaces would eliminate some issues such as melting and re-

rystallization that could degrade solid PFCs. This benefit was rec-

gnized early, for example in the 1974 UWMAK design with its

owing liquid wall and in a paper by Wells in 1981. [1,2] Mirnov

as summarized these and other early effort s well. [3] 

Also, a solid plasma facing material must be thick enough (5–

0 mm) that some material remains after the net erosion during

ts lifetime. The temperature gradients and thermal stresses in-

rease with this thickness. Like solid PFCs, the support structure

n a liquid surface PFC will be damaged by neutrons. And proper

ttention to tritium retention, removal and handling is a require-

ent for any fusion system. Moreover, a basic problem persists;

iquid metal magneto-hydrodynamics (LMMHD) severely constrains

olutions that use flowing liquid metals. The related issues have

n large part driven the directions for R&D with liquid surface

FCs. 

Table 3 summarizes the basic areas of research on liquid sur-

aces performed in confinement devices. The subsequent sections

ummarize selected parts of this research and PSI R&D. Several
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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Table 1 

Properties of fusion liquid metals and W. 

Symbol (units) Li Sn Ga W 

Atomic no. Z 3 50 31 

Atomic weight 6.94 118.7 69.72 

Density, ρ (g/mm 

3 ) 0.512 6.99 6.095 17.6 

Melting point, T m ( ºC) 180.5 231.9 29.8 3695 

Heat of melting, �H melt (J/g) 0.021 0.83 0.39 6.49 

Boiling point, T b ( ºC) 1347 2270 2403 5828 

Latent heat of vaporization, �H vap (J/g) 1.02 35.15 17.86 1429 

Dynamic viscosity, η (10 −3 Pa-s) at T m 0.25 1.85 0.95 

Surface tension, σ (Nw/m) at T m 0.4 0.55 0.69 

Thermal conductivity, k (W/mm-K) at T m 0.045 0.030 0.051 0.072 

Heat capacity, C p (J/g-K) 4.30 0.250 0.380 0.140 

Volumetric heat capacity, ρ C p (MJ/m 

3 -K) 2.30 1.83 2.25 2.70 

Ionization energy, 1st (10 6 J/g) 3.61 84.1 40.4 141.6 

Ionization energy, 2nd (10 6 J/g) 50.6 167.6 138.0 312.5 

Ionization energy, 3rd (10 6 J/g) 82.0 349.3 206.6 

Table 2 

Confinement devices, liquid surfaces. 

Device Type/Location R,a (m) B/B p (T), other 

NSTX-U ST US 093,0.6 1.0/0.32 

NSTX ST 0.85,0.68 0.55, 1.5 MA 

LTX tok 0.4,0.26 100 kA 

CDXU tok 0.3, 0.2, 100 eV 

DIII-D tok 1.7,0.6 2.0/0.32, 1.4 MA 

T-11 ST RU 0.7,0.22 1.5, 100 kA 

T-10 1.5,0.37 4.5, 680 kA 

T3-M 0.95, 0.16 1.0, 15–30 eV 

TJ-II stell SP 1.5, 0.25 1.0, 1.4 NW NBI + 0.6 MW ECH 

RFX-mod tok IT 

EAST tok CH 1.85,0.45 3.5, 0.64 MA 

HT-7 tok 1.22/0.27 disassembled 

FTU tok IT 0.93,0.3 8.0, 1.3 MA 

ISSTOK RFP PO 0.46,0.085 2.8, 7 kA 

KTM tok KA 0.90,0.45 1.0, 0.75 MA 

Aditya Tok IN 0.75,0.25 1.2, 30 kA 

US United States 

RU Russia 

SP Spain 

PO Portugal 

CH China 

IT Italy 

KA Kazakhstan 

IN India 

ST spherical tokamak 

tok tokamak 

stell stellerator 

RFP reverse field pinch 
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3 The combination of drag and surface tension in the mesh’s small cells is suffi- 

cient to counteract MHD body forces that arise when plasma motion drives circu- 

lating currents in the fluid. Without the mesh, MHD forces would rip the fluid off
enues publish this R&D. Technology conferences 2 (SOFT, ISFNT,

OFE) have papers on wall technology, and physics conferences

e.g., PSI, IAEA, ANS) with an emphasis on physics or PSI. The In-

ernational Symposia on Lithium Applications in Fusion have ex-

ensive information on Li R&D, but the published summaries [4–

] have limited detail. Jaworski [8,9] , Hirooka [10] and Tabarés

11] have provided excellent reviews of liquid surfaces with an

mphasis on Li, as have Lyublinski, Vertkov, Mirnov and Lazarev

12] but with a focus on capillary pore systems or CPS applications.

nd Coenen summarized considerations for several liquid metals

or power exhaust systems in future fusion devices [13] . Two other

xcellent recent papers are: (1) Jaworski et al. [14] on issues re-

ated to flowing Li divertor targets and their integration into NSTX-

; and (2) Tabarés et al. [15] on divertor application with liquid

etals and the underlying processes and science. 
2 Conferences noted: Symposium on Fusion 

t

a

n

The extensive body of work worldwide on flowing liquid sur-

aces has two general trends. 

1. Motivated by concern with surface stability in liquid metal

PFCs, Russian researchers developed the CPS in which a host

(mesh) anchors 3 the liquid metal and replenishing liquid seeps

to the surface. 

2. R&D with Li in confinement devices and lab experiments ex-

panded significantly in the last decade. 

Presented next are critical issues for liquid surface PFCs and re-

ated R&D highlights, and then R&D in magnetic confinement de-

ices and PSI experiments. The last section discusses the path for-

ard. 

. Critical issues for LM PFCs 

The goal is to address the following question: What is the po-

ential of liquid surfaces? The approach is to identify critical issues

hat need to be solved. To do this, several further questions are

osed below, and the answers used to deduce key issues and how

he present status of R&D permits an assessment. 

Can these provide viable solutions for PFCs for a fusion reactor, or

t least for a fusion component test facility (CTF)? The path forward

or Li PFCs may differ from that for other metals or a molten salt.

lso, a CTF must have a high duty factor but could have lower tem-

eratures for the structure than a reactor. To this end we address a

ubset of topics in confinement, Plasma Surface Interactions or PSI,

nd (in Part II) technology related to liquid surfaces. 

What must a liquid surface PFCs do? Fusion reactor PFCs receive

ower from the plasma, transfer heat to a coolant that connects

o the power conversion system 

4 , maintain structural integrity and

inimize tritium retention. The plasma configuration and feedback

nto the plasma from the PFCs must permit sustained confinement

nd adequate power production in the core plasma. Concepts with

ull liquid walls (and divertor) have been developed. Systems with

 mix of liquid and solid surfaces are also possible. 

What would confirm that a suitable physics regime can be real-

zed? What technology must be developed and its performance con-

rmed? 

With regard to confinement and to PSI effects that would de-

rade confinement, operation with the features in Table 4 would

e convincing. Also included for completeness in Table 4 are fea-

ures and issues related to ongoing experiments and to the tech-

ology of liquid surface PFCs, which are deferred to a follow-on

aper Part II of this review. 

.1. Surface stability and MHD 

The surface of any liquid surface PFC must remain stable

hen exposed to the plasma and must accommodate or recover

apidly from conditions that could destabilize the surface, e.g.,

ross motion that would compromise its function or ejection of

roplets. Electrical currents in a PFC can arise from currents in the

crape-off-layer, eddy currents induce by plasma disruptions, or

hermionic emission when the surface temperature is high enough.

hese currents and the J x B force from the toroidal field can pro-

uce body forces that can be destabilizing. 

Raleigh-Taylor instabilities, which arise when a body force di-

ects a dense material into a less dense material, can promote the
he surface or drive italong the surface. 
4 Systems that harvest power by the direct collection of charged particles have 

lso been proposed but are not typical of the mainstream design studies for mag- 

etic fusion reactors. 
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Table 3 

Liquid surface experiments in confinement devices. 

Large area or flowing liquid Li, Sn, Sn-Li or Ga 

PFCs REFS ∗ Capillary pore system (CPS) PFCs REFS 

LTX , the only device with a full liquid Li wall , 

has extremely encouraging results on 

confinement. 

[72–75] T-11M and T-10 operated with CPS-LLLs (liquid Li 

limiters) , extracted H and D and Li with cryogenic 

targets without venting chamber, and collected ∼60 mg 

Li in 200 regular shots. T-15 plans. 

[5,12,25,26,29,34–37] 

FTU had improved plasma performance with a rail type 

CPS-LLL built in a Russian collaboration with 

ENEA-Frascati. 

[32,33,38,39] 

HT-7 deployed 2 flowing Li modules 

developed by US researchers plus other ways 

to expose liquid Li to plasmas. Free Li 

surfaces produced high Li emission and 

many shots disrupted likely from J ×B forces 

dislodging Li. 

[57–62,102] HT-7 operation with modular CPS-LLL , developed by 

Russian researchers, improved the retention of Li on its 

surface in comparison with free surface in HT-7 noted 

above. 

[57–63,102] 

TJ-II utilized a CPS-LLL with positive or negative bias and 

had devoted experiments on recycling, and also exposed 

Sn-Li . 

[96–101] 

KTM has an uncooled module. Tests on a CPS module 

with Na-K confirmed reliable operation over temperature 

range of 20–200 °C. 

[28,29,118–121] 

Lithitization, R&D with Sn or Ga REFS 

NSTX operated with the Liquid Li Divertor 

(LLD) and coated it using two previously 

developed LITER Li evaporators. The 

upgraded NSTX-U is starting operation in 

2015–16. 

[14,80–95] Injected Li droplets in TFTR’s plasma edge achieved 

"Supershots" 

[80] 

CDXU , the 1st tokamak with a large area of 

liquid Li , used heated SS trays as a floor 

limiter filled from an injector nozzle. Earlier 

experiments had a mesh-covered rail limiter 

fed with Li by a tube. 

[69–71] Li pellets and Li spray in DIII-D resulted in enhanced 

confinement correlated with recycling. Motion of liquid 

Li was observed using the DIII-D DiMES probe. 

[22,63] 

Researchers at EAST used Li injection for ELM control and 

various methods to expose liquid Li to the plasma. 

[57,62,64] 

Researchers at TJ-II studied the combined effects of Li 

evaporated onto walls and boronization. Lithitization 

enabled routine operation using 2 neutral beams, clear 

transitions to H-mode and doubled confinement times. 

[97–99] 

T-3 and T-11 used liquid Ga early in the 

Russian program. Researchers used flowing 

Ga limiters , attempted a flowing sheet of 

Ga , and successful tests in T-3 M compared 

the impurity influx of a Ga droplet limiter 

with that from a graphite limiter. 

[5,32,35,78,76–79] Experiments in TJ-II and in ISSTOK also exposed SnLi . [100,101] 

Experiments in RFX–mod studied control of electron 

density using Li evaporation to cover the graphite wall 

before the discharges or injection of single or 

multi-pellets. 

96 

ISTTOK , with a free surface jet of Ga , showed 

trapping of H and saturation of the effect, 

but also hydrocarbons and hydroxides in the 

near surface region. 

[20,23,24] The extensive Russian program on liquid surfaces has 

included analysis of Li droplet deformation , lab 

experiments with Ga waterfalls , testing of droplet flow 

and a flowing Ga sheet , and measuring the s puttering 

of Ga . R&D in Latvia tested the suppression of splashing 

in a 1T magnetic field. Li dust injected in T-10 . 

[76–79,129] 

Liquid Sn was exposed to ASDEX-U plasma to observe 

wetting and motion. 

∗ Refs in order they appear text. 
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5 The initial coverage of Li from the LITER evaporators extended over most of the 

device. The Li in the LLD was heated and melted with the plasma rather than using 

the embedded electrical heaters. The Li and lithiated surfaces were heavily oxidized 
ejection of droplets, as can Kelvin Helmholtz instabilities. Jaworski

et al. [14] describe this interaction in detail and Ref [16] gives

a complete derivation of such instabilities. Bazylev [17] explains

Kelvin Helmholtz instabilities in the ejection of droplets from

melted layers of tungsten in tests in the plasma gun QSPA-T.

Other papers describe experiments on surface motion of liquids in

ASDEX-U [18,19] and ISSTOK [20] . 

Jaworski et al. reviewed the criteria for surface stability of nom-

inally static liquids using the Liquid Li Limiter (LLD) in NSTX and a

Li experiment in the DiMES materials probe in DIII-D as examples

[8,9,21] . Fig. 1 is the stability diagram they derived; the squares

with dark borders show the parameter ranges for the examples

they analyzed. Trays of Li, when used as a limiter in CDXU, re-

mained stable during plasma operation. And in NSTX no ejections

b

f particles or droplets were observed from the LLD during the

un campaign 

5 . But in DIII-D, which has a much stronger field and

igher plasma currents, ejection of Li occurred during an ELMy dis-

harge [21,22] . 

The DiMES experiment did eject droplets of Li into the plasma

lthough the figure suggests that the conditions are within the

stable” envelope. The authors note the rapidly changing condi-

ions as the initially flat disk of Li in DiMES deformed upward as

t moved out of the containment cup and likely intercepted much
y the end of the campaign. 
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Table 4 

Critical issues. 

Features for suitable physics regime Critical issues or topics 

Liquid surface is stable when exposed to plasma over reasonably long 

times. 

• Stability of flowing liquid including liquid metal MHD and instabilities from 

rapid heating 
• Li chemistry and PSI (evaporation, vapor shielding, temperature-enhanced 

erosion and suppressed erosion, D/T retention & recycling) 
• Coronal radiation 
• Fueling, pumping, particle balance (and recycling), burnup 

Plasma wets enough area of liquid surface that the effects dominate 

the behavior of the plasma edge. 

Power, fueling rate and surface temperature of the walls (and surface 

chemistry for interactions) are prototypic for the intended 

application in CTF/DEMO. 

Features in ongoing experiment efforts 

C and O in confinement devices interact with Li. • Intercalation, Li-O-C chemistry and recycling 
• Wetted area, recycling 
• Temperature dependence in chemistry of liquid surface 

Interaction of plasma with liquid surface affects but does not dominate 

the behavior of the plasma edge. 

Wall temperatures are far below those in a DEMO. 

Features in technology R&D 

Environment damages structure in liquid surface PFCs • Tritium recovery 
• Effects of liquid metal MHD on heat and mass transfer 
• Corrosion and mass transfer, liquid metal embrittlement 
• Neutron damage, distortions (thermal stress, creep), EM loads 
• Integration of liquid surface first walls with blanket structure and cooling 

Fluid streams are chemically compatible with structure. 

Wetting, pumping and drainage are adequate for PFCs and integrated 

systems connected to PFCs. 

Replenishment and cleaning of PFC surfaces, tritium retention in PFCs 

is acceptable, and tritium recovery from PFCs is adequate 

Fig. 1. Stability diagram for a liquid metal under EM body forces (with gravity and 

surface tension stabilizing) indicates the NSTX LLD and Li-DiMES operating spaces 

which are respectively B T of 0.5 T and 2 T [16] . 
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L  
reater heating and that more complex 3-D modeling was needed

o interpret the result. 

Gomes and coworkers at ISSTOK performed extensive studies

f GA jets [20,23,24] with various nozzle sizes and flow rates in

reparation for tests in ISSTOK with a Ga jet and a graphite lim-

ter. They noted the minimum time to equilibrate flow increased

ith the nozzle size and that stability was lost for nozzles larger

han 2.5 mm dia. 

The examples above illustrate the complexity that arises from

HD concerns even in nominally static liquid metal systems. Such

oncerns in their long history of R&D on liquid metal PFCs led Rus-

ian researchers to develop and prefer the CPS as the path forward

or liquid surface PFCs. 

.2. CPS development 

The CPS is the most mature path for liquid surface PFCs and the

esult of extensive prior and ongoing R&D. [25–37] Mirnov and co-

uthors wrote an excellent review of Li experiments in the toka-

aks T-11M and T-10 [5] (see also Evtikhin [36] on T-10) and suc-

inctly summarized the main results during 1998–2009. Excerpts

re paraphrased here to acknowledge the excellent continuing con-

ributions from the Russian program. 

� Surface tension suppressed splashing of Li splashing, and regen-

erated the surface during the long experimental campaign. 
� Erosion of liquid Li from the PFC is a strong function of Li tem-

perature with a rate nearly the same as ion beam sputtering of

liquid Li [30] . 

� Li non-coronal radiation cools the edge plasma, can protect the

PFC structure from high power loads in quasi-steady state and

from disruptions [36] . 

� Hydrogen isotopes implanted in liquid Li by the plasma can be

recovered at temperatures of 320–500 ◦C with the range for tri-

tium being 40 0–50 0 ◦C [32,36] . 

� The discussion on ‘Li screening’, overlaps with the topic of non-

coronal radiation and more recent results on ‘vapor shielding’.

Both topics are discussed later in Section 2 . 

Lyublinski, Vertkov, Mirnov, Evtikhin and others have summa-

ized the ongoing program with its many collaborations in the

ublications noted above. Below are some examples. In particu-

ar, Ref. [30] has excellent discussions of the reaction of Li with

arious gases and capillary forces and deployments of Li CPS ap-

lications. The more recent Ref. [29] includes information on ELM

imulations in plasma accelerators QSPA, MK-200UG and “Plasma

ocus” device, observations of vapor shielding and progress with

PS applications in tokamaks. 

In the development of liquid surface PFCs, new ideas are emerg-

ng (many spawned from Russian research) and some concepts

re being deployed in early trials. The CPS development is more

ature, with continuing development and many deployments tar-

eted at resolving specific issues. Studies in plasma confinement

evices began with a Li CPS limiter experiments on T-11M in 1998

24,36] with the goals of (1) testing of how well the CPS stabilized

he liquid Li stabilization and (2) investigating the mechanisms of

i influx into the plasma chamber. While much of the recent CPS

pplications are with Li, examples with Sn are also included below.

The CPS is a liquid delivery system with an architecture engi-

eered to stabilize liquid surfaces on PFCs. The capillary forces in a

PS depend on the wetting properties of the liquid and size of the

ores in the host structure. These must be matched for the cho-

en liquid. Flow to replenish the liquid surface draws liquid from

 reservoir. Tabarés [15] noted that the pore size for flow in the

upply passages is not the same as that for retaining the liquid on

he surface of the PFC. 

In 20 05–20 06, CPS limiters were deployed in the Italian toka-

ak FTU at Frascati and in the Russian T-10 tokamak [33,38] . Fig.

 shows upgraded versions of the FTU CPS. The original CPS liquid

i limiter (LLL) in FTU successfully delivered Li to host mesh at the
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Fig. 2. CPS system deployed in the upgraded liquid Li limiter in FTU. Figure cour- 

tesy of Assoc. EURATOM sulla Fusione and the Efremov Institute. 

Fig. 3. SS mesh wetted by Li as in CPS for first LLL in the Frascati tokamak. Figure 

courtesy of Efremov Institute. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Evaporation limits, modeling by Rognlien. Evaporation plus sputtering low- 

ers the limits. LR and HR are low and high recycling. 
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6 An earlier view held that the FW received power only from radiation, charge- 

exchange neutrals and a few charged particles in high energy orbits. And plasma 

disruptions could move the plasma to some wall locations. But the more recent 

view includes plasma filaments that can reach the FW. 
plasma-wetted surface ( Fig. 3 ) even to the point of depleting the Li

in the reservoir at the bottom of the module. The LLL was initially

vacuum-canned. Its thin SS seal was peeled away under vacuum in

the port with the LLL in its retracted position. 

Use of the LLL produced strong effects in the plasma scrape-off

layer [31,39] . For middle-to-low density (n e,line < 10 20 m 

−3 ) plas-

mas, the electron temperature (T e ) doubles while the electron den-

sity (n e ) is almost unchanged, the neutral density drops and, due

to the more “transparent” edge, more neutrals pass through the

plasma edge and higher densities are attainable with strong den-

sity peaking and reduced transport of both particles and energy.

In the middle-to-high density range (n e,line ≥ 10 20 m 

−3 ), a radiating

ring accounts for up to 60% of the total SOL radiation. This pro-

duces self-protection for the limiter as the non-coronal Li radiation

prevents increasing heat loads on the LLL. TJ-II also used a Li CPS

limiter and exposed Sn-Li. Section 3.1.2 has more discussion. 

2.3. Power exhaust 

High power density is a design goal for fusion reactors that im-

plies a smaller fusion core and lower capital cost, but also that

more power goes into PFCs with a smaller area. Power handling

is a challenge. 

The highest heat and particle loads flow along magnetic field

lines into the divertor. There, flux expansion and the inclined tar-

get spread the heat load, and some power in the charged parti-

cles converts to radiation. Ions (and electrons) approach the diver-

tor surface at small angles, so protruding edges have unacceptably

high heat loads. The presence of hot spots, e.g., protruding diver-
or tiles, with much higher local heating is a common and well-

ecognized issue that is exacerbated with higher power density. 

Heat fluxes to the FW are typically lower than the divertor,

ut we now understand 

6 that significant convected power reaches

ome locations on the FW. This brings two important changes for

he FW. The first is higher power and particle loads. Second, the

ot spot issue well known in divertors now applies also the FW.

o (solid) close-fitting walls must now have tight requirements for

lignment and shaping, a requirement that was not recognized in

he past and in past design studies. 

Plasmas radiate power to walls and in the divertor, but the con-

ributions from H, D and T and from low Z impurities. Li radiation

s also generally low except for limiter or FW conditions where a

igh Te can produce high Li radiation, as noted previously for the

LL. Enhanced radiation by Ar, Kr, Ne or N 2 (as injected gases) is an

ctive area of current study and a feature in many reactor designs.

Evaporation and relocating the heat, as with a flowing stream

r droplet curtain, are ways liquid surfaces can transfer locally

rom a heated area. In most cases, and certainly for PFCs with a

low moving liquid surface, the PFC must conduct heat through the

iquid and its host structure, and through a portion of the under-

ying support structure to the primary coolant. The surface tem-

erature depends on the coolant temperature and the tempera-

ure gradients in the materials along this path. In this conduction

ominated scheme, the limit the allowable heat flux to the PFC.

he thermal conductance in the layer with the host structure and

iquid itself is a non-trivial analysis. The recent paper by Coenen

13] has an excellent discussion of the heat removal challenge for

iquid surface PFCs. 

In the case of Li, with its relatively high evaporation rate at

emperatures of interest for PFCs and without a process that stems

he influx of Li, the limits for the surface temperature of a LI

FC appear to be rather low. For example, early edge modeling by

ognlien and Rensink [40] to find limits for a Li wall using UEDGE

nd a simple expression for Li evaporation found very low values

nd computational issues. Later, with further study, base limits of

400 °C and ∼ 450 °C for low and high recycling and ∼ 490 °C in

he divertor with better screening. ( Fig. 4 ) The hope is that vapor

hielding may increase the allowable limit for Li. Rates for Sn and

a are of course much higher. 

Non-coronal discharge and vapor shielding are ways the plasma

dge, under some circumstances, can dissipate and transfer power
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Table 5 

Roles of evaporation, vapor shielding and non-coronal discharge. 

Liquid Flow Likely importance 

Evaporation Vapor shielding Non-coronal 

discharge 

Ga, Sn, salt fast yes ∗ no no 

Ga, Sn, salt slow yes ∗ no no 

Sn-Li fast yes ∗∗ ∗∗

Li fast yes ∗∗ ∗∗

Li slow yes yes yes 

∗ temperature limit, impurity source 
∗∗ depends on details of application 
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Fig. 5. Concept with continuous transport of non-fully stripped Li in 

boundary [31,33] . 
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7 TZM is a molybdenum alloy with zirconium and titanium. Some TZM tiles will 

be used in NSTX-U. 
rom local areas otherwise subject to overheating. Unless evapo-

ation rates are high, as in those associated with vapor shield-

ng, evaporation itself provides relatively little cooling compared

o the incoming power from the plasma. For example, estimates

espectively of the radiated power and evaporative cooling (for un-

ontaminated Li) from Li at 500 °C are 0.02 and 0.005 MW/m 

2 .

able 5 summarizes the roles of evaporation, vapor shielding and

on-coronal discharge for various liquid surface PFCs depend on

he heat transfer processes involved and the application. R&D on

i applications is of the most interest here. 

.3.1. Non-coronal radiation 

Historically, the long standing research program in Russia pro-

ided the largest body of early experimental work on liquid sur-

aces for fusion applications and included the introduction of Li

nto both the T-11M (Trinity, RF) and T-10 (Kurchatov Institute, RF)

okamaks. In T-11, researchers observed non-coronal radiation in a

rolonged circulation of Li ions between the plasma and wall that

issipated almost 80% of the total ohmic heating power to the wall

y Li UV radiation [32] . 

Evaporative cooling, conduction to substructure, and physical

elocation in fast-flowing systems including droplets are all pro-

esses that remove heat from where it was deposited. Evaporation

nd ionization are important in determining the limits for Sn or

a as moderate-Z plasma impurities. And the main issue is how to

aintain operation with a tolerable amount in the plasma edge. 

For liquid Li PFCs, non-coronal radiation (and vapor shielding)

n the plasma edge can improve plasma performance and enhance

ransfer heat. The objective in exploiting Li non-coronal radiation

Li + or Li + 2 not Li + 3 ) is to cool the boundary plasma and protect

he PFC during quasi-steady state and disruption regimes. Here the

ssue is whether robust operational regimes are possible to exploit

hese processes. 

Fig. 5 shows an example proposed by Mirnov and collaborators

ropose sets of limiters that separately emit and collect Li. Li non-

oronal radiation cools the plasma edge and protects the PFC itself

rom high transient power loads. [30,32] The objective is continu-

us circulation of Li + and Li ++ between the plasma and PFC that

roduces much enhanced power dissipation through non-coronal

adiation. They observed strong Li UV radiation in T-11M, which is

 small tokamak with limiters (rather than a divertor), and esti-

ated that cooling of ITER would require injecting 7 g/s of Li into

he plasma column. The issues relate to how specific PFC concepts

an exploit this process. 

.3.2. Vapor shielding 

Vapor shielding is a general term not specific to Li. Model-

rs of high power disruptions on solid surfaces (e.g., W and Be

n ITER) described vapor shielding over melt layers as the initial

vaporation producing a dense cloud of neutrals that interact with

he incoming plasma and reduced the erosion of the surface. Has-

anein [41] developed a suite of codes that dealt with many com-
lex processes (ionization, radiation, cooling, moving surface, etc.).

hile the importance of the target’s temperature prior to melt-

ng has been realized for some time, a recent paper by Skovorodin

t al. [42] has a nice explanation with closed form calculations to

emonstrate the point. 

The formation of Li vapor-clouds has some rich underlying

hysics in its PSI. Researchers at FTU noted a highly radiating Li

loud over the CPS liquid Li limiter during its operation in 2006–

. Recent experiments on vapor shielding are described below. The

henomenon has some important implications for future reactor-

elevant schemes using Li. 

Research in Magnum-PSI on liquid surfaces has measured ero-

ion yields for Sn and Li. [43–45] In more recent experiments,

brams, Allain and Morgan and others in Magnum-PSI found the

ollowing somewhat unexpected observation. [45] With constant

ower to the region of a target with a thin ( ∼ 1 μm) Li layer on

ZM 

7 , current to the target itself decreased as Li vapor in a re-

ion 2–3 mm thick in front the target protected the Li layer. This

ersisted for several seconds accompanied by a bright cloud of Li-

 emission immediately from this region. The researchers’ expla-

ation includes a high fraction of Li redeposited, reduced sound

peed, and higher particle reflection by the TZM below the Li. 

The researchers’ explanation includes a high fraction of Li re-

eposited, reduced sound speed, and higher particle reflection by

he TZM below the Li. The average Li yield for Li-coated TZM is

ignificantly less than theory based on Langmuir’s law for evapo-

ation plus sputtering calculations from TRIM. The fraction (0.85–

.98) redeposited on Mo is slightly less than predicted by mod-

ling. Abrams developed a model that incorporates first-principles

olecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the diffusion of D in liq-

id Li. Abrams predicted how Li eroded from this mixed layer, in-

luded the formation of Li deuteride (LiD), and found a predicted

rosion rate of Li from LiD significantly lower than from a pure Li

ayer. Data from Magnum-PSI with ion fluxes of 10 23 –10 24 ions/m 

2 -

, and 0.2 to 500 μm Li/LiD coatings up to 800 °C showed reduced

rosion rates and good agreement with modeling. Also, Capece per-

ormed thermal desorption studies of LiH on Mo, as noted later in

he Conclusion Section. 

In examining the potential impact of vapor shielding, the dis-

ussion below will move from the general to specifics for Li. Noted

lready was the reduction of gross erosion for melt layers. And a

rojected general benefit with liquid surface PFCs is the capabil-

ty to disperse high local heat loads from transient events with full
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recovery. As noted earlier, the FTU LLD remained wetted even to

the point of drying out the feed reservoir. However, the same was

not true in experiments in Pilot-PSI 8 on the power handling of a

Sn-based surface. 

A goal in the Pilot-PSI study was to measure the efficiency of

vapor shielding, using a Sn-filled mesh exposed to high Ar or H

fluxes at temperatures to 20 0 0 °C with and without biasing the tar-

get [45,46] . The measured erosion yields for both Ar and H showed

temperature dependence. Even with Sn’s low vapor pressure at the

high temperatures in the experiment, vapor shielding did occur at

high fluxes. They also inferred gross rotational flow of the surface

liquid from the apparent thickening that raised the surface temper-

ature. Cao et al. at Sichuan University reported at ISLA2015 [7] on

Sn in W meshes exposed in their linear plasma device. They found

unwetted, damaged areas of the mesh and corrosion of the W wire.

Understanding the plasma dynamics and PSI close to the liquid

surface with a larger objective of a capability to predict the role of

vapor shielding in improving PFC performance is a general shared

goal in the activities noted above. Certainly this is a worthwhile

goal and demonstrations of robust regimes with vapor shielding

will be needed to confirm the large step from protection of hot

spots in transients to essentially steady state protection of walls or

divertors. 

Planned research in Magnum-PSI also includes using Sn-Li. Also,

researchers at Sichuan University are exposing liquid Sn to plasma

in the linear plasma device SLU-PSI. For Li, the extension of its lim-

iting surface temperature, which otherwise is rather low, is partic-

ularly significant. Vapor shielding as a steady state process would

drastically decrease the net evaporation and thereby increase the

allowable surface temperatures for a liquid surface PFC. The NSTX-

U collaborators, including Abrams, assert that these results provide

an initial confirmation of the feasibility for a use of continuously

vapor-shielded regime in NSTX-U [47] . 

However, many issues will need to be resolved through ex-

periments in confinement devices. Among these are details of the

transport of power (both radiation and particles) to locations away

from hot spots, how the ionized species move either further into

the edge plasma or are swept onto divertor surfaces, how this af-

fects the pedestal, and what operational controls and diagnostics

are needed to exploit any benefits. 

2.3.3. Additional comments on power handling 

The discussion here of power handling and PSI effects does

not relate these to the important connection between the edge

plasma and the pedestal. Nor is there space in this paper for ex-

tended discussion on this topic. The current thinking is that mov-

ing the pedestal pressure gradient inward while still maintaining

the strong gradients (T e , n e ) is the general principle needed to

maintain edge stability [48] , which then strengthens core confine-

ment. And more than one mechanism may account for this [49] . Li

in the plasma edge evidently can enable one such mechanism. 

Perhaps the most dramatic beneficial realization of Li PFCs

would be the confinement regime projected by Zakharov 9 . His con-

finement approach, applied in several concepts [50,51] , uses the

following approach. Li coated walls eliminate recycling of cold neu-

trals that cool the plasma and require the auxiliary heating that

creates most of the power that is convected to the walls in conven-

tional concepts. Characteristics of the enhanced plasma confine-

ment are a dramatically increased particle confinement time and
8 Pilot-PSI is a high flux linear plasma linear device at FOM in the Netherlands 

that preceded completion of MAGNUM-PSI. 
9 Zakharov posts much of his extensive theoretical work and his lab activities on 

http://w3.pppl.gov/ ∼zakharov . Persons seeking more information may contact him 

directly, lezprinceton@gmail.com . 

i  

n  

i

ith relatively high ion and electron temperatures at the plasma

dge and energy loss controlled by ions rather than electrons. 

The critical issues here are confirmation of this regime as stable

nd accessible with regard to startup, fueling, etc., handling of high

nergy alphas in loss orbits, RF-assisted stepwise outward trans-

ort of He for impurity pumping as well as the issues for tech-

ology integration discussed later. The concept for a low recycling

ivertor, covered with a ∼0.1 mm thick layer of Li, also included

n idea for pumping the helium ash [52,53] . For this new confine-

ent regime, LTX, which can expose its plasma to a large area of

ot Li albeit for quite short times ( < 0.4 s), may be able to generate

ome supporting data. Confirmation would require a device with

reater power and longer shot times and a mission that includes

i hot wall experiment, which is being considered as the NSTX-U

eam develops goals for the future operation of NSTX-U. 

.4. H, D, T and liquid metal influx from recycling and sputtering 

The influx issues may be separated along two basic themes for

iscussion here. The first, and the focus of this section, is how

he rate at which H or D or T are withdrawn (not recycled) af-

ects plasma performance. Generally, recycling from walls and lim-

ters tends to be high (0.99) unless means are employed to reduce

t. Reducing recycling to enhance plasma performance as well as

oatings or choice of plasma facing material that reduces higher Z

puttered impurities is a long standing practice in confinement de-

ices. Such practice includes boronization, beryllium surfaces, glow

ischarge cleaning of graphite, titanium gettering to trap oxygen

nd lithitization 

10 , often on graphite walls. Li differs from the other

iquid metals being considered in its high affinity for hydrogen.

i that remains uncontaminated can substantially reduce recycling

nd affect the plasma edge. 

The second theme is how the potential for retention of tritium

n the PFC liquids affects the overall design of a D-T burning device

hrough the approach to tritium management for extraction, fuel-

ng and safety. This latter category includes effects on the subsys-

ems for pumping and fueling. These topics are covered in Part II of

his review that also discusses integration of subsystems. How the

elated issues affect the design requirements for a CTF or DEMO

ill differ for Sn, Ga or Li. 

Gomes et al. [24] did extensive studies in H plasmas in ISSTOK

ith Ga jets. They exposed the jets to repeated shots (1–12) to

btain exposures of 1, 3 and 10 s and measured the retention by

a. They concluded that the H in a thin diffusive layer in the Ga

ended to saturate at levels of ∼3.5 at. % in contrast to Li where

aturation occurs with a very large ratio (nominally 1) of H:Li. 

.4.1. H, D and Li influx and impurities 

Recycling often involves multiple processes. Researchers at

IEMAT studying the trapping of H 2 and D 2 by liquid Li at tem-

eratures to 500 ºC found two differing kinetic processes. First a

oluble phase forms then a hydride forms. The activation energies

iffer by a fraction of an eV. [7,54] Experiments included thermal

esorption (TDS), isotopic exchange with a weak (if any) effect, and

reliminary work on LiH thermal decomposition. The TDS profiles

ad peaks well below 690 °C, the nominal melting temperature.

n studies of how the supporting porous structure might affect Li,

hey found an anomalously high ( ∼ 5X) secondary electron emis-

ion from solid Li surfaces when exposing a Li probe to several

pecies of Glow Discharges. [55] The implication of a strongly mod-

fied plasma sheath is consistent with the observations of sponta-

eous currents in the SOL and in TJ-II with the decreased sputter-

ng yield of Li on the walls. Section 3.1.2 has more discussion. 
10 Lithitization of graphite can have a short lifetime due to the intercalation of Li 

into the graphite, discussed briefly in Section 5. 

http://w3.pppl.gov/~zakharov
http://lezprinceton@gmail.com
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o  
Researchers at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL)

tudied recycling parametrically. They examined recycling versus

he amount of Li evaporated onto walls for highly shaped NSTX

-mode discharges (to be like NSTX-U) and with some ELMs.

he reduction in D α emission and mid-plane neutral pressure in-

reased with the amount of pre-shot Li on the walls, as did energy

onfinement [56] . 

Injections of pellets and spray in recent experiments [22] with

he DiMES materials probe in DIII-D showed a correlation be-

ween recycling and enhanced confinement. Mansfield injectors

ere used to induce periodic ELMs as a controlled measure to dis-

harge impurities from the plasma. 

Guo’s excellent overview of progress in EAST [57] and other pa-

ers [58–62] describes the EAST Team’s multiple approaches in us-

ng Li to affect recycling. Related effort includes achieving a steady-

tate quiescent H-mode plasma with an18s ELM-free in 2012. This

egime has a strong Edge Coherent MHD Mode (ECM) at a fre-

uency of 35 ∼ 40 kHz that provides continuous heat and particle

xhaust and prevents transient heat loads on the PFCs and im-

urity accumulation in the plasma. The researchers attribute this

o the increase in Li concentration, and hence collisionality, at the

dge that promotes the growth of the ECM. 

With the upgraded Li evaporation system in EAST, the percent-

ge Li coverage of the vacuum vessel and divertor has gone from

0% in 2010 to 85% in 2012, and plasma operation and long pulse

2 s H mode plasma can be easily achieved [ 58 , 62 ]. Related ob-

ervations are the suppression of C and O impurities and a strong

eduction of Mo. The recycling coefficient varied from 0.89 for a

resh lithitization to 0.96 as plasma operation proceeded with a

onsequent increase in the retention rate from 55% to 75%. 

Also demonstrated on EAST was a mechanical injection scheme

eveloped at PPPL by Mansfield. A rotating paddle strikes granules

f Li to inject them into the plasma at velocities in the range of

0 to 150 m/s [63–65] . This active Li coating in plasmas with NBI

eating was effective in suppressing impurities, reducing recycling,

itigating ELMS and improving plasma performances (high stored

nergy). 

The CIEMAT researchers also found low rates of evaporation, H

ptake and release of liquid Li from a narrow capillary structure at

igh temperatures (T > 450 °C). [55] An important conclusion from

hese results and results from TJ-II is: H-free Li surfaces deployed

or service at 40 0–50 0 °C will remain free of LiH and produce only

1% of the total divertor particle flux. The trend here parallels the

mportant conclusion from the previously described vapor shield-

ng experiments in Magnum-PSI and PILOT. 

In this and in R&D by others (e.g., Allain et al., and Hirooka et

l.) the roles of contaminants, particularly oxygen in hydrides that

orm, are extremely important in retention and recycling. And the

urface temperature is an important variable. A complicating factor

s that the role of O (in hydrides) may be important for recycling.

or example, while the presence of LiD can reduce sputtering com-

ared to a clean Li surface, impurities also decrease the sputter-

ng yield as well as sheath suppression by high secondary electron

mission, which lowers the energy of impinging ions. 

Some additional information on Li and O comes from lab stud-

es that by Skinner and other that supported LTX and NSTX. They

stablished the important conclusion that lithiated walls in toka-

aks will oxidize in ∼100 s depending on vacuum conditions. They

ound that Li surfaces (on Li solid or on TZM) near 25 °C oxidized

fter 1–2 Langmuirs of oxygen or water vapor and four times less

or CO [66] . 

Hirooka and colleagues at the National Institute for Fusion Sci-

nce (Japan) measured the evolution of H, He and O from stirred

olten Li up to 350 °C [67,68] . This pilot study in the VEHICLE-1

lasma device focused on how important forced convection of liq-

id Li may be in reducing recycling at steady state. 
H and He plasmas also included injected O. Data from visible

pectroscopy (Li-I, H α , He-I, O-I) showed that the stirring reacti-

ates H absorption. Likely causes respectively for these evolutions

re surface de-saturation (H), breakup of films, e.g., LiOH (O and

), and desorption (H and He) from changes in temperature that

ffect solubility. 

What seems apparent for Li PFCs is that the return influx of H,

 or T and Li due to recycling and sputtering is complicated by

xygen and depends on the temperature-dependent surface chem-

stry. So resolution of a clear picture of how the return influx from

i PFCs of H (or D or T) and Li will require experiments in any re-

ated effects dominate the edge behavior. ( Section 2.7 expands this

oint.) The roles of CDXU and LTX, described in the next section,

re extremely important in this regard. 

Issues related to recycling are multi-fold. While the following

opics noted briefly below certainly relate to the plasma perfor-

ance, particularly fueling, the discussion is deferred until Part II

f the review where the integration of systems is covered and ad-

itional space is available. For example, tritium recovery must be

one before the stream goes to a heat exchanger, so the integration

f the separate systems for recovery of tritium and heat is critical.

nd with Li-rich surfaces facing the plasma, we expect low recy-

ling if the surfaces are at low temperature, but high recycling if

he surfaces are at high temperature. 

With very high tritium burnup, an issue with accumulation of

e ash arises. The source rate and particle confinement set the He

ore fraction. If fast ion confinement is better than the thermal

ons in a low recycling tokamak, as it is for high recycling devices,

hen active pumping of He from the core may be necessary. This

ay be mitigated if ion confinement scales neo-classically and the

article confinement time for fast alphas is lower than for thermal

ons. The fueling rate has consequences in the requirements for

ubsystems and how their limitations affect plasma performance.

n example is how efficiently fuel can be delivered to the core

ith gas and or pellets for relatively high fueling rates. Another set

f issues arises from demands on the subsystems for extracting tri-

ium, resupplying fuel and storing tritium to startup after planned

nd unplanned shutdowns. 

.4.2. CDXU and LTX 

The small tokamak, CDXU, at PPPL was originally a current drive

xperiment. After being rededicated to targeted research with Li,

DXU was the first experiment to expose a large area of Li to toka-

ak plasmas. CDXU first used a mesh-covered rail limiter built by

esearchers at the University of California, San Diego and then a

oor limiter with heated SS trays of Li filled from an injector noz-

le exposed a much larger surface of liquid Li [69,70] . The primary

esult in these experiments was a significant increase in confine-

ent time [71] . 

The Li Tokamak Experiment or LTX was developed in parallel

ith a strong Li program in NSTX (National Spherical Torus Exper-

ment, described later). The still developing LTX ( Fig. 6 ) began op-

ration with a Li wall in October 2010 and is the only confinement

evice testing a full liquid metal wall [72–75] . Its conforming in-

er shell of copper with an explosively bonded shell of SS, can be

eated to 400 °C. During initial operations in 2010, a total of 44 g

f Li was evaporated onto the ∼4 m 

2 wall for an average total coat-

ng of 22 μm on the entire shell. Simple heated crucibles, evaporat-

ng into a 5 mTorr helium backfill, gave adequate dispersal of the

i. In its early operation, with adjustments to stabilize the liner and

mprove the vacuum, the peak plasma current and the plasma du-

ation both increased by four times with solid Li coatings on the

all, which required a large increase in fueling. Contamination of

i by oxygen from oxides in the SS support is a continuing issue. 

Starting in 2013, LTX incorporated a Li reservoir in the bottom

f the liner, which is stirred and heated to evaporation by electron
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Fig. 6. LTX cutaway view, R plasma is 0.4 m. 1.4 m is distance across mounts that sup- 

port the vacuum vessel. Figure courtesy PPPL. 
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beams. Recent results include enhanced confinement with low Li

concentrations in the core plasma, even with full liquid Li walls

[74] . Additional heating and diagnostics are also being added in-

cluding a Thomson scattering system that is now aligned. 

An important goal is to show that in plasmas with low recy-

cling the only particles in the edge with high energies are from the

core. It then follows that high edge temperatures with a reduced

core-edge temperature gradient and a resulting reduction in insta-

bilities drive anomalous transport. If this behavior is confirmed in

LTX with higher input power, this is an important step on a path

toward more compact designs for fusion reactors. 

2.5. Surface replenishment and cleaning of surfaces and flow streams 

Operating PFCs typically have regions subject to erosion and

others that accumulate deposited impurities from the plasma. Both

erosion and deposition may occur in proximity, for example near

the strike point and somewhat further away in a divertor. The dy-

namics for this will depend on the material and may vary with

the application. Systems for a reactor or CTF will require some

method(s) for cleaning liquid surfaces of impurities. 

Also, the interpretation of experiments with exposed Li surfaces

must account for the tendency for passivation of these surfaces. To

date, most experiments with “pure” liquid Li seldom can maintain

this state for long. Li actively scavenges O and also reacts with C

and N. The contamination is certainly an issue in recent and cur-

rent devices such as NSTX and NSTX-U that operate with C walls

and affects the interpretation of the experiments and the perfor-

mance of the plasma. A complicating factor is that the role of O

(in hydrides) in recycling noted previously in Section 2.4.1 . 

Fast flowing systems will carry impurities away and replenish

the surface from a circulating flow loop. Other liquid surface PFCs,

such as stirred divertors, may be able to mix the redeposited ma-

terial into the liquid surface. For such systems in a CTF or DEMO,
he purification may be done in auxiliary processing systems as

s done for the tritium removal. In addition to accumulating im-

urities from the plasma, these systems will accumulate corrosion

roducts from the flow channels. 

Slow flowing systems, e.g., CPS PFCs, are likely to accumulate

mpurities in place. Maybe a future design where CPS modules

pan erosion and redistribution locations will lower net erosion or

eposition, but such designs are not yet evident. Also, even slow

ow may introduce some corrosion products due to aggressive na-

ure of the liquid metals (or salts) at the high temperatures of ser-

ice. Some technique such as a plasma cleaning process will be

eeded. 

Here are two additional concerns. (1) In a configuration with

 solid FW and liquid surface divertor, the mix of impurities in

he liquid divertor will include material eroded from the FW. (2)

n a configuration with a liquid FW, the FW is part of the inte-

rated structure of the blanket in which the liquid supply for the

W must be incorporated. This issue is expanded in the discussion

f systems in Part II of this review. 

.6. Materials and subsystems compatibility and integration 

Liquid PFCs at minimum combine the working liquid with one

r more structural materials. The basic issue of compatibility is

orrosion, and in general, the liquid metals are chemically aggres-

ive, Li more than Sn and Sn more than Ga, which is relatively

ompatible with many metals and ceramics. A related issue is mass

ransport of the corrosion products. Associated concerns are the

ffect of circulating electrical currents on corrosion as and, for a

EMO or CTF, how the response may alter as the microstructure

volves during severe neutron irradiation and the diffusion of hy-

rogenic species and helium produced by transmutation. Another

otential issue is the susceptibility to liquid metal embrittlement

LME) of structures in contact with liquid metals. This differs from

orrosion because stress at the site of a crack promotes very rapid

racking. 

The topic of materials compatibility using liquid surfaces also

eeds to include issues associated with the integration of these

ubsystems. One example is the contribution of impurities eroded

rom a solid wall that are swept by the plasma edge onto the

urface of a liquid divertor. Another example is the heat, tritium

nd impurities are removed when a device has multiple cooling

treams, e.g., from the divertor, wall and breeding blanket. 

The choice of materials is also based upon whether the acti-

ation or transmutation of any elemental constituents will pro-

uce (a) transmutation products that degrade the material prop-

rties, (b) high afterheat during a shutdown or (c) long-term acti-

ation. Examples of these three effects are (a) He that goes to grain

oundaries or stabilizes voids and promotes swelling, (b) trans-

uted Osmium that embrittles W, (c) high nuclear heating of tan-

alum and high activation in rhenium in a W-Ta or W-Re alloy. The

ssues apply both to liquids and to the structural materials in a liq-

id surface PFC. 

An issue specific to lithium is its flammability, and the potential

or lithium fires must be considered in regard to safety. Safety con-

erns for near term experiments in labs and confinement devices

re discussed further in Section 4 . Also, the following general re-

uirements may be more difficult with Li: retention of T as a safety

oncern, removing the tritium, and integration of appropriate tri-

ium monitoring and accountability. Part II of the review discusses

onsiderations of the safety of integrated systems and includes ev-

dence for LME of a ferritic mild steel exposed to liquid Li. 

.7. Wetted area 

Evidence from experiments with the liquid surface PFCs will be

ost convincing when their effects dominate the character of the
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Fig. 7. Estimated effective recycling versus fraction of FW wetted by Li. 
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dge plasma. The comments here are directed at near term exper-

ments where the objective is relevance to more advanced plasma

egimes that exploit liquid Li. The area wetted by the plasma is

 simple measure. An appropriate wetted area for Li is based on

ecycling. With the strong pumping of Li surfaces, the criterion be-

omes how much recycling occurs versus the wetted Li. Recycling

as many subtle aspects including the condition of the surface and

ow material is redistributed. The simple treatment here ignores

he redistributed material (assume it is immediately saturated) and

onsiders only the simple parameters of area and incident flux. Let

s define the fraction f as the area over which the plasma wets Li

ith an incident H flux of �1 divided by the total area that con-

ributes to prompt recycling and assume that the surface of Li, at

east initially, has a recycling of R 1 , and we will assume this is zero,

nd the balance that receives a flux �2 has a recycling of R 2 . For

he simple argument here we assume that the recycling exclude

rompt redeposition and implies redistribution into the SOL. If we

ish to investigate a regime of low recycling, then the effective

ecycling will be given by the expression below where η equals

2 /( �1 +�2 ). 

ecycling rate = A recycle 
∗ R effective 

= [ A recycle 
∗ ( 1 − f ) ∗ R 2 

∗ �2 

+ A recycle 
∗ f ∗ R 1 

∗ �1 ] / [f 
∗ �1 + ( 1 − f ) ∗ �2 ] 

R effective = [ ( 1 − f ) 
∗
R 2 

∗η] / [f ∗( 1 − η) + ( 1 − f ) 
∗η] 

for the case where R 1 = 0 assumed for Li 

Fig. 7 shows R effective for the ranges of f from 0.1 (10% of the

lasma wetted surface) to full coverage and values of η of 0.5, 0.25

nd 0.02. For a value of 0.5, the incident flux on other surfaces is

qual to that on Li. For a value of 0.02, it is ∼50 times that on

ther surfaces, e.g. where the incident flux on the area covered by

i on the wall is small compared to other areas on the rest of the

all and the divertor. Such deployments may provide opportunity

or local observations related to recycling, but if the goal is to affect

he overall recycling, then the area covered by the module must be

 high fraction of the wall. This is the point of the dotted green

urve, where there is little change in R-effective until the wall cov-

rage is above 80%. 

While Li is a low Z element that tends to be expelled from the

ore plasma, for Sn-based or Ga-based systems, accumulation of

hese in the core plasma would be problematic. So schemes with

hese liquid surfaces must have some provision(s) to exclude these

igher Z impurities from the core plasma. 

Proponents of Sn-based or Ga-based systems would likely cite

hree options for their applications. 
1. The application is only for the divertor, the evaporated Sn or Ga

radiates power within the divertor, and the plasma conditions

and divertor layout will improve power handling and screen

impurities well. 

2. The confinement regime is such that application for the Sn-

based or Ga-based walls provides some radiative cooling at the

plasma edge, and the confinement and impurity transport are

such that the impurity level in the core remains acceptable.

Perhaps there is a resonant mechanism to reduce the inward

flux by orbit excitations that “kick” the impurity outward in re-

peated steps. 

3. The Sn-based system includes Sn-Li in which Li will form segre-

gated layers at the surface that lower the free energy. The wall

should continuously maintain at least a monolayer of Li facing

the plasma. 

. Liquid surface experiments 

The following assertion comes in Section 4 . The new ideas com-

ng forth plus the accumulation of information on liquid surface

ystems is moving toward a tipping point where a clearer vision

f a path forward will trigger greater investment in liquid surface

FCs. Additional information is presented here to supplement the

ummary in Table 3 and give an overview of ongoing work not al-

eady covered. 

.1. Liquid metal experiments in confinement devices 

Many plasma confinement experiments around the world have

tilized liquid surface PFCs. An early line of Russian research in-

estigated liquid Ga surfaces for power removal due to its ex-

ellent heat transfer properties. The 1974 UWMAK design study

1] cited these experiments extensively. They included the follow-

ng: successful tests with the Ga droplet limiter in T-3M that com-

ared the impurity influx of that limiter with the impurity influx

rom a graphite limiter and analysis of the deformation of droplets

76] ; and lab experiments with Ga waterfalls as well as testing of

roplet flow and attempts to make a flowing sheet of Ga [77] . Mea-

urement of the sputtering of Ga was done at the Moscow Physi-

al Engineering Institute. [78] And researchers at the Latvia Insti-

ute of Physics performed tests on the suppression of splashing in

 1T magnetic field. [79] In addition to the experiments using Ga

n Russia and Latvia, Ga was also used in the ISSTOK tokamak [20] .

Research in which Li changes the plasma edge behavior has

rown tremendously in the two decades since the successful TFTR

super shots” with Li. [80] That success motivated several subse-

uent approaches for deploying liquid Li at the edge of the plasma.

As noted in Table 2 , the research occurs in tokamaks, spher-

cal tokamaks, stellerators and reverse field pinch devices. How-

ver, the reader should bear the following in mind when compar-

ng data from experiments, or making projections of behavior in a

ew regime, e.g. a DEMO configuration. Some of the experiments

e.g., in TFTR, CDXU and FTU) used limiters and did not have di-

erted plasmas. Li radiation decreases strongly below 5 eV, and in

imiter configurations, T e in the plasma edge is much higher than

or diverted plasmas. 

.1.1. Liquid metal experiments in NSTX and NSTX-U 

Exploitation of the beneficial effects of Li has become a sig-

ificant part of PPPL’s mission after its successful use in TFTR.

81] NSTX is a spherical torus that began operation in 1999 and

tilized much of the infrastructure from TFTR. NSTX evaporated Li

nto graphite PFCs as a wall-conditioning technique beginning in

006, developed the LITERs (Li EvaporatoRs) for this purpose and

emonstrated improved plasma performance [19,82–87] . 
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Fig. 8. NSTX with the Liquid Lithium Divertor installed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Data shows suppression of ELMS with increasing Li deposition. Figure cour- 

tesy of PPPL. 
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11 Research in Materials and PFCs is one important element in the NSTX-U 5 

Year Plan, which may be found on website http://nstx- u.pppl.gov/five- year- plan/ 
For the final run campaign in 2010, NSTX had a large area,

heated, liquid Li divertor or LLD ( Fig. 8 ). [88–91] Graphite tiles with

diagnostics and other instrumentation separated its 4 segments.

Two LITERs evaporated Li onto the porous Mo layer on the surface

of the LLD. The surface has a thin SS liner, bonded to a 22 mm-

thick copper substrate with embedded electric heaters. For most

of the salient LLD results, only plasma heated the LLD. 

LLD’s location permitted in a single campaign both a) high tri-

angularity, high-performance discharges on conventional graphite

PFCs and b) experiments with the strike point on or near the LLD

surface. For plasmas run on the LLD, the outer strike point (OSP) of

a lower-single null (LSN) discharge impinged on the LLD plates. In

other shots, the LSN OSP was diverted onto the bull-nose tiles im-

mediately inboard of the LLD. Refs. [92–95] give more detail about

the experiments and their interpretation. 

Among the important overall results are: No macroscopic ejec-

tion of Li from the surface of the LLD was seen; and, after opera-

tion above the melting temperature of Li, no Mo (substrate mate-

rial) impurities were observed in the plasma. These results were

consistent with the experience in other devices with limiters of

smaller area that used a CPS to hold the Li. 

However, the campaign required many shots to erode macro-

scopic flakes of Li that had dropped from deposits on the port of

the evaporator. This repeated redistributed large amounts of Li on

the walls. Consequently, the high level of gettered impurities (O, C,

N) on the LLD as well as on the large remaining wall area coated

with Li made it difficult to consider these experiments a test of

performance with plasma exposed to a large area of pure or nearly

pure liquid Li. Conversely, in Li surfaces contaminated with O and

C, these impurities also have a role in retaining hydrogen, as noted

previously in Section 2.4.1 . 

The main physics results with Li are that global confinement

improves with core Li accumulation less than 0.1%, ELM frequency

declines to zero (see Fig. 9 ), edge transport declines and the

plasma approaches a high τ E . [94] As a goal the value is critical

for the next steps in fusion, e.g., a fusion nuclear science facility. 

The program is pushing further toward experimental conditions

that can better confirm the performance of Li walls by doubling

the power and magnetic field in NSTX-U and proceeding in parallel

with the program in LTX described previously. 

fi

NSTX-U began operation in 2016. The research scope for materi-

ls and PFCs 11 has 3 main thrusts: 1) surface-science for long-pulse

i PFCs, 2) tokamak-induced material migration and 3) evolution

nd establishing the science of continuous vapor shielding. Achiev-

ng the planned heat loads of 10 MW/m 

2 and extended shot times

ill require measures such as reducing the heat flux by vapor

hielding and increasing radiated power in the divertor. [14] The

esults by Abrams, Allain and others noted in Section 2.4.1 are an

mportant finding that supports the feasibility of a continuously

apor-shielded regime in NSTX-U [47] . 

.1.2. Liquid metal experiments in FTU, TJ-II, RFX-mod and ISTTOK 

FTU used a liquid Li limiter, as described previously in Section

.2 . Experiments in RFX–mod, also in Italy, have focused mainly

n control of n e by covering the graphite first wall before the dis-

harges using Li evaporation or injection of single or multi-pellets

96] . 
ve- year- plan- 2014- 18 . 

http://nstx-u.pppl.gov/five-year-plan/five-year-plan-2014-18
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Fig. 10. L-H transition in TJ-II with very low recycling Li wall. 
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Researchers at CIEMAT have studied the combined effects of

ithitization and boronization in the heliac stellerator TJ-II. Lithi-

ization enabled routine operation with two neutral beams and

he result of clear transitions to H-mode and doubled confinement

imes [97–99] . Fig. 10 shows an example. Sputtering of the Li-B

all by H, estimated from Li spectroscopy and H α , was only ∼ 10%

f that reported in other lab studies, even for hydrogenated Li tar-

ets, possibly due to the B in the film or reduced energy of imping-

ng H. D/H exchange experiments using a Liquid Li Limiter (LLL)

apable of ± bias showed no apparent isotope effects on particle

onfinement. 

Experiments with fully lithiated walls and a biased graphite

imiter showed only a weak effect on confinement for either bias.

ositive biasing of the Li limiter in FTU with respect to the plasma

trongly enhanced particle confinement at bias levels above the ex-

ected sheath potential of 3 kTe ∼ 150 V. In TJ-II, inserting both the

raphite limiter and the LLL produced spontaneous currents in the

OL due to the different floating potentials reached by the two ma-

erials, with inter-limiter currents corresponding to SOL resistances

n the order of tens of Ohms. The interpretation of the experiments

ncluded the implications of secondary electron emission from the

lasma-exposed surfaces and, likely, the dominance of electron

eutral collisions in the deduced resistivities. [100] Devoted exper-

ments on the recycling properties of the LLL, [99] through expo-

ures at temperatures between RT and 400 °C to D plasmas fol-

owed by in situ thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS), showed

ery low D uptake by liquid Li in the CPS structure at T > 380 °C.

owever strong pumping by the solid Li film on the walls pre-

luded the operation in a high recycling regime. 

CIEMAT also recently performed lab experiments on H retention

n SnLi as well as exposures in TJ-II motivated by recent promis-

ng results with a 7:3 mixture of SnLi in ISSTOK. [101] Strong stir-

ing after the initial melting of the 4:1 SnLi mixture was needed to

et a homogeneous mixture. The lab tests showed small amounts

f absorption at 425 °C as expected with a TDS peak at 50–100 °C
robably from hydroxide and a 2nd peak at 40 0–50 0 °C associated

ith pure Li. The TJ-II exposures, with lithiated walls and ECH-
eated plasmas and several conditions, used SnLi in three forms:

olid Sn4-Li, molten Sn4-Li in a SS mesh, molten Sn4-Li on SS

ylinder made by dipping the “finger” into the molten alloy. The

ain conclusions, about compatibility rather than retention, were

a) good compatibility of the SnLi held in the mesh with no signif-

cant plasma contamination leading to enhanced radiation, and (b)

he strong segregation of Li to the surface makes the SnLi indistin-

uishable from Li. 

The research team at the Instituto Superior Tecnico in Lis-

on used a free surface jet of Ga in the small tokamak ISTTOK

20,23,24] . The main result for the earlier work (to 2008) was suc-

essful operation with a Ga jet interacting with the plasma with-

ut a) perturbing the vacuum, b) noticeable effects from magnetic

eld transients on the jets, and c) triggering disruptions. [20] This

eference also describes power density measurements. 

They also exposed samples of clean Ga on a probe to numer-

us shots and found trapping of H and saturation of the effect, but

lso that the near surface region had hydrocarbons and hydroxides.

ith samples (not limiters) of Li-Sn inserted in ISTTOK in 2015,

ery low retention and segregation of Li at the surface were seen.

xperiments with a CPS Li-Sn sample and controlled temperature

n TJ-II were reported at PSI 2016. Liquid Sn also was exposed in

SDEX-U to observe wetting and motion. 

.1.3. Liquid metal experiments in HT-7 and EAST 

Strong Asian programs have added new facilities for collabora-

ion, including applications for liquid surface PFCs and interest and

esearch in most of the areas already noted above. Section 2.4.1 in-

ludes information on EAST. The milestones below and the accom-

anying Fig. 11 from a presentation by JS Hu at ISLA 2104 [9] show

he progress in these devices. 

2008 Li limiter with free surface (HT-7) 

2009 Li coating (EAST) 

Liquid Li limiter (LLL) with CPS (HT-7) 

2010 Li coating, upgraded oven system (EAST) 

Active coating injecting Li aerosol (EAST) 

2011 LLL with refill system, full Mo walls (HT-7) 

Bench test bench HT-7 toroidal LLL 

2012 Li coated Mo FW, C divertor (EAST) 

ELM pacing with injected Li granules 

Flowing LiLiLi-Experiment, revised (HT-7) 

ELM-free Li aerosol injection (EAST) 

2014–16 Flowing Li limiter Exp.(EAST) 

Li coating with W divertor (EAST) 

At HT-7 researchers have tested various approaches to expose

iquid Li to the plasma. [102] Using a free surface of Li produced

igh Li emission and many shots with disruptions that likely arose

rom Li dislodged by J ×B forces. Among the collaborative efforts is

 CPS limiter built in collaboration with Russian researchers and

hat improved the retention of Li on the surface. [103] US re-

earchers have deployed two types of Li limiter modules in the

hinese tokamak HT-7 [104] . The reference has extensive photos

nd figures showing these modules. Using a limiter, with a uni-

orm thin flowing Li layer (a duplicate of a module built at PPPL

y Zakharov), most HT-7 discharges were normal with relatively

ittle Li emission from the limiter. A limiter with liquid Li flow-

ng in trenches supplied by the Ruzic’s team had poor wetting but

till exhibited Li emission from the wide channels. The experience

ained in these experiments will guide the approaches to be tested

n EAST. References [ 105 , 106 ] describe various aspects of these

xperiments. Part 2 of this review has more discussion on the tech-

ology for these concepts. 

.2. Lab experiments on liquid surface PFCs 

Investigations of liquid surfaces done outside toroidal confine-

ent devices can be grouped into two broad categories. First are
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Fig. 11. Y. Progress in EAST. Courtesy JS Hu, ASIPP. 

Fig. 12. Left : sketch showing LIMIT with peaked heat load, Bottom : relevant processes depicted on cross section; Right : analysis showing electric currents and temperature. 

Figure courtesy of the University of Illinois, Champagne-Urbana. 
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experiments in linear plasma devices (Magnum PSI, Pilot-PSI and

PISCES) that have already been described in Section 2 . Morgan and

coworkers at DIFFER in the Netherlands have used these facilities

to study approaches with Li and Sn [45] and noted (as have oth-

ers) from studies on wettability, that surface oxide layers inhibit

wetting and compatibility. 

Second are lab experiments with flowing liquid surfaces, e.g.,

by Ruzic and by Zakharov and by Mirnov and co-workers. An ex-

periment in DIII-D is also included. The section ends with a brief

discussion of work on some other ideas not covered previously. 

Ruzic and coworkers at the University of Illinois at Champagne-

Urbana developed a concept called LiMIT ( Fig. 12 ) in which Li flows

in trenches with the meniscus exposed above the walls. Thermo-

electrically induced currents (J) arise from temperature differences
n LiMIT (or a PFC). JxB forces drive Li flow in the trenches.

lectric (or gas) heating in addition to the heating expected in

ervice can modify the flow. A LiMIT module was deployed in

T-7 [104–106] . The team also has developed a new test facil-

ty called TELS (Thermoelectric-Driven Liquid-Metal Plasma-Facing

tructures) [107] with high pulse plasma heat loads ( > 1 MJ/m 

2 ) to

est liquid surface targets. 

Collaborations using the linear plasma source PSI-2 (Jülich,

ermany) support tests being planned for Magnum-PSI. In these

ests, bare TZM or W CPS meshes and sub-structures were wet-

ed with Sn or Li to explore how variations in temperature affect

he wetting and thermal response of these targets when exposed

o plasma. In some tests Sn or Li began as a solid, and melting

as part of the thermal response. Thermal modeling of actively-
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ooled CPS PFCs with the code RACLETTE [108] complements this

ork. 

In addition to the research noted above, the liquid metal ex-

eriment loop (LMEL) at the South Western Institute of Physics

as a free liquid surface for the study of LMMHD effects in PFCs

109] . Also research in India includes wall conditioning that im-

roved plasma performance in the Aditya Tokamak at the Institute

or Plasma Research [110] . 

.3. Other ideas for liquid surface PFCs 

Jaworski suggests a PFC structure with liquid Li on the surface

upplied from a reservoir behind cooling tubes that provide the

rimary heat for the PFC structure [8] . The team at PPPL is also

eveloping the concept of a deep “gas box” divertor. Non-coronal

adiation of Li bleeds power from the incoming plasma stream as

t penetrates the divertor and power radiates to baffles at the sides

f the divertor causing evaporation and sustaining the vapor [111] . 

Hirooka et al., with supporting results from lab experi-

ents, propose ACLMD (actively convected liquid metal divertor)

10,112,113] . In a liquid metal tray, current from an electrode en-

bles JxB-driven convection of the surface under the divertor strike

oint. 

Buryak et al. have proposed a method for transporting Li to a

FC surface as well as diffusing heat, and developed and operated

 magnetohydrodynamic Li semi-levitation system [114] . 

Another direction for the use of liquid surfaces in fusion reac-

ors is application in hybrid devices, and ideas have been proposed

n China and Japan and Russia. A major difference from pure fu-

ion systems in such applications is that the requirements for en-

rgy production and extraction permit a lower Q for the confine-

ent scheme and a lower operating temperature for the coolant

n the PFCs which in turn gives a wider window for the selection

f materials. Mirnov proposed the use of Li elements in the design

f a tokamak Fusion Neutron Source. [115] Zakharov proposed a

usion-Fission Research Facility as an option for the next step that

trongly relies on the new Li wall fusion plasma regimes described

reviously [116] and for which development has already started in

he US and China. A next step for testing fusion components is an

ctive area of study in the Chinese program [117] . 

. Conclusions and the path forward 

The body of work worldwide on the use of flowing Li in con-

nement devices and in laboratory experiments is extensive. The

ollowing sites have greater levels of integrated activity combining

onfinement and PSI. Russia has a strong history of confinement

xperiments with flowing liquid metals, laboratory experiments on

iquid metal flow and the development of the capillary pore PFCs,

nd strong international collaborations. The latter include the liq-

id Li limiter experiments performed in FTU at Frascati and de-

eloping experiments in China and Kazakhstan. The latter include

xtensive preparation and testing (with NaK) for deployment of

 Li CPS floor limiter in the Kazakhstan Tokamak, KTM. [28,118–

21] PPPL in the US has the NSTX-U and LTX confinement exper-

ments and additional laboratory experiments with liquid Li. The

xperimental plan for NSTX-U includes Mo tiles that will have a

urface capable of holding liquid Li in place as well as well that can

ct as Li reservoirs. [122] Part of the preparation for the use of Mo

iles has included thermal desorption studies with programmed

emperature control of Li, LiH and oxidized surfaces on Mo sub-

trates with the result that the strong Li-Mo bonding affects the

esorption of H from these surfaces [123] . Ref [122] also discusses

lans for using the MAPP, materials multi-probe now installed in

TX [124] and a scheme for a circulating Li system. The Chinese

cademy of Science Institute of Plasma Physics has collaborative
ctivities to introduce flowing liquid Li modules in EAST and HT-7.

T-7 utilized a Li CPS limiter [125] prior to the installation of US-

uilt liquid Li modules described earlier. The program at CIEMAT

as utilized lithitization in several forms in TJ-II as well as CPS lim-

ters with Li and with SnLi. And CIEMAT’s ongoing lab experiments

re exploring techniques for injecting liquid Li or suspending liquid

i surfaces. 

The positive results of Li on confinement and for the control of

LMs are impressive and significant for confinement physics. A cri-

erion based on use of liquid surfaces to advance the understand-

ng of plasma physics in the confinement program would be well

et. Development seems to be on the verge of confirming with

ritical data that robust schemes for improving confinement and

xhausting power from the plasma are possible. This development

s occurring in a physics-dominated program. Affirming the poten-

ial of liquid surface technology as a pathway for fusion power

ould imply a readiness in the technology that is not yet available.

Technology readiness is the topic of Part II of this review. The

uthors did not attempt an evaluation using Technology Readiness

evels (TRL) as part of this review. Recent advances and bright

deas that are now emerging may change the path forward and

ould not be easily captured to make the TRL an effective tool for

his assessment. Instead we proceed to a discussion of the path

orward. 

The greater question intended by most who would ask about

he potential of liquid surfaces is whether these can provide viable

olutions for PFCs for a fusion reactor, or at least for a CTF. Let us

ivide this into several more tractable questions below. 

What would confirm that a suitable physics regime can be realized

n a confinement device with the power of an FNSF or DEMO? 

With regard to the confinement and the PSI effects that would

egrade confinement, certainly a convincing confirmation of poten-

ial would be the operation of a device with the following features.

1. The liquid surface is stable when exposed to the plasma. 

2. The area of liquid surface wetted by the plasma dominates the

character of the plasma outside the core. 

3. The power, fueling rate and surface temperature of the walls,

and thus the surface chemistry for the interactions, are proto-

typic for the intended application in an FNSF or in a DEMO. 

Surface stability and wetted area were discussed respectively

n Sections 2.1 and 2.7 . Earlier sections had some information on

oint 3 above, but it is revisited here. 

Confirmation implies a facility that can perform a “hot wall” at

 power level appropriate for a CTF or DEMO. This is as yet beyond

he capabilities of the facilities in the world’s fusion program. But

esearchers are making important progress. And there is important

ngoing work with Li and also with Sn and with SnLi. 

Less information is available from which to project the perfor-

ance for applications with Sn-based systems or for systems with

nLi as the plasma facing fluid. However, this has become a much

ore active area of research quite recently. In linear plasma de-

ices, PILOT-PSI has been used to study the vapor shielding of Sn,

ests with SnLi targets were performed in ISTTOK and in TJ-II, and

esearchers at Sichuan University are exposing liquid Sn to plasma

n the linear plasma device SLU-PSI. In confinement experiments,

ussian researchers did early experiments with Ga (and Li), and

evelopment of Sn divertors is part of an ongoing plan that will

eing with exposures in T-11M and proceed in future to experi-

ents in T-10. Sn surfaces have also been exposed in ISTTOK, a

iquid Sn limiter has been built for FTU, and Sn was exposed in

SDEX as part of a wetting experiment. 

For Li, Zakharov has projected a new confinement regime in

hich Li at the edge leads to much longer confinement times and

imple conduction of power out of the core. An important aspect of

his regime is that alphas do not heat the electrons and so the con-
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ducted power to PFCs is greatly reduced. (This also requires a tech-

nique for removing the hot alphas and directing them for capture

on some surface.) Experimental evidence to support this is possible

can come from an experiment, e.g., LTX, that can expose its plasma

to a large area of hot Li albeit for quite short times ( < 0.4 s), and

in future from some device with greater power and longer shot

times that undertakes a mission to perform a Li hot wall experi-

ment. This is being considered in developing the goals for the fu-

ture operations of NSTX-U. 

Vapor shielding is a related topic in that the shielding reduces

the flux of Li penetrating far into the SOL. Moreover, the highly

non-linear response (evaporation exponential with temperature)

seems beneficial in that it tends to protect the surface of hot spots

that collect higher than average heat loads due to transient loading

by the plasma, as in ELMs, or because of the local geometry (e.g.,

leading edge) the surface intercepts disproportionately more of the

convected heat from particles at the plasma edge. The conclusion

from work by Abrams and others, that the temperature limit for

a Li-coated PFC may be significantly higher than previously imag-

ined, is important both for near term experiments and for applica-

tions in an FNSF or DEMO. 

Although not important for a CTF or DEMO, intercalation of Li

into graphite can affect the surface processes in existing experi-

ments that use lithiated carbon tiles. Krstic et al. summarized the

effects and have provided modeling [126] . With lithiated walls,

improvement in confinement occurs through retention and recy-

cling of hydrogen at the plasma–material interface that depends

on the chemical bonding of Li, O, and D at the surface. In related

work, Racic and colleagues studied the sputtering yield of lithiated

graphite [127] . Allain, Neff and others [128] using Magnum-PSI

with He/D plasmas, higher fluences than earlier work in PRIHSM,

and a target of ATJ graphite with a 0.1 μm evaporated Li coating

and 3 W targets with 0.5 μm coatings. Among the conclusions in

this important work is that Li hydroxide plays an important role in

the recycling of H from lithiated surfaces. D was still retained also

in further studies in Magnum-PSI with D, He, and D plasmas with

5–10% He at higher fluxes and fluences (to 10 25 ions/m 

2 ) closer to

reactor relevant regimes. 

An issue for near term experiments where Li is handled as well

as for applications in a CTF or DEMO is the flammability of Li. A

few comments are offered here and Part II of the review has an

extended discussion. Flammability and explosive limits, for exam-

ple from chemicals or fine dust, are hazards in many research en-

vironments. It is important that researchers be aware of the haz-

ards and communicate the hazards to others as manageable with

appropriate mitigation and preparedness. Practical matters in this

regard include the hazard for Li contained in a vessel where the Li:

O ratio can approach the explosive limit and the hazard for Li leak-

ing from containment (pipes) to attack material that can produce a

fire. Two examples from PPPL are given here. CDX/LTX experiments

have run 15 years without incident. The safety practices include

extensive engineering controls for Li systems: a secondary stand-

by vacuum system (Roots blower) maintains reduced pressure in

LTX, even if a vacuum window cracks; a tertiary turbopump system

can operate for 15 minutes with uninterruptible power; heaters

are interlocked to pressure sensors; all windows are mounted on

gate valves. Moreover there is: No direct water cooling of the vac-

uum boundary or internal structures; No argon gas pressurization

to transfer liquid Li; No use of demountable joints for Li contain-

ment. And liquid Li containment employs welded or formed stain-

less steel or tungsten structures. The vacuum boundary is NOT

heated above the melting point of Li, so Li will freeze out on the

wall. Finally, there is NO possibility of egress of Li into air. Proto-

cols for NSTX-U and for labs include: no water and an inert flush

of Ar to the NSTX-U vessel, and for labs, SS catch basins and trays,

Li pipe leak detection (circuit closure), PLC (logic controller) with
ALL SYSTEMS GO” to energize equipment, glove box(es), and a

lever motor/pump design with a rotating magnet inside a coiled

ipe for circulating Li. 

What is our Outlook? 

At this point we believe it is fair to say that the development

o date of liquid surfaces is impressive and on the verge of pro-

iding critical data that confirm that robust schemes for improv-

ng confinement and exhausting power from the plasma are pos-

ible. Research on ideas that seemed somewhat far-fetched several

ears ago is bringing forth surprising and promising results. Two

xamples are (1) vapor shielding with Li that may significantly in-

rease its allowable surface temperature and versatility for mitigat-

ng hot spots, and (2) experiments being mounted to explore tin as

 plasma facing surface and perhaps with a self-replenishing layer

f Li to cover its surface (by exploiting surface segregation). 

As with much of fusion we can be optimistic or pessimistic. 

Many clever new concepts are emerging. This in itself is encour-

ging. As is the fact that the strong scientific underpinnings for the

rocesses such as vapor shielding and radiative heat transfer in a

as box divertor indicate that the non-linear responses go in the

ight direction. It appears that more local evaporation or radiation

re corrective rather than unstable. 

The challenge always comes in the engineering details, and as yet

e know very little. 

Missing from the discussions here is a judgment about our

echnological readiness. Part II of this review examines this topic

nd includes such areas as: resistance to damage in the PFC struc-

ure, chemical compatibility of the structures and fluid streams,

dequate wetting, pumping and drainage of the working fluids, re-

lenishment and cleaning of PFC surfaces, acceptable tritium re-

ention and adequate tritium recovery, and successful integration

f the subsystems for power handling, tritium removal, etc. 

The italicized statement above is certainly a true statement. But

t should motivate the need to investigate the technology. It seems

uite probable that solutions would arise from combinations of the

deas that are emerging rather than one idea or concept being the

olution. 

In conclusion, we still cannot state categorically that liquid sur-

ace PFCs have the potential for successful development in applica-

ions for a CTF or DEMO. But there is general concern about solid

all PFCs for an efficient high temperature fusion reactor. And col-

ective research worldwide on liquid surface PFCs does seem to

oving toward a tipping point in the near future. At that point the

ggregated evidence will motivate much stronger initiatives for liq-

id surfaces as a believable approach and an alternate to realizing

 robust high power fusion device. 
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